
Not Your Typical “Custom” Reporting Solution Or 
MEDITECH Partner. 

Typical MEDITECH reporting solutions aren’t complete. They require 
additional reporting software, time to produce regulatory reports, training, 
or third-party services. Typical MEDITECH partners don’t have a legacy in 
hospital operations, maintaining regulatory compliance, or experience using 
MEDITECH as a customer. That’s why we deliver powerful options for your 
reporting and submission services: 

Microsoft SQL:
   +    + Leverages our MEDITECH and DR/SQL expertise for services           
            such as application configuration, QRDA curation, data 
            integration, query build, dashboards and more. 

   +    + Requires no additional software by utilizing the data in the   
            MEDITECH DR and the Microsoft SQL licenses that you (likely)                 
            already own 

   +    + Allows for robust reporting and executive dashboards, along with      
            integration capabilities for other systems and data sets

Microsoft PowerBI:
   +    + Delivers greater power and flexibility for the user to compare               
            and view data the way they want

   +    + Well-suited for incorporating large quantities of data from   
            disparate sources. (Example: Compare data from MEDITECH                  
            alongside an external materials system.)

      + + Requires no additional software by utilizing data in the               
            MEDITECH DR and commonly owned Microsoft PowerBI licenses.

      + + Mobile-friendly
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IT Services With An Operator Heart

Gain Limitless Reporting Capabilities Without The Costs 
With powerful services for Microsoft SQL, PowerBI

and Regulatory Submission 

MEDITECH Reporting and Regulatory Submission
OVERVIEW
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USE CASES

For MEDITECH-based organizations, 
any version

For leveraging MEDITECH DR with 
Microsoft SQL or Power BI

For custom reporting to full-service 
regulatory submissions (MU, CMS, 
JACHO)

BENEFITS

Leverages existing functionality within 
the MEDITECH Data Repository and 
commonly owned Microsoft licensing 
while delivering all the reporting, 
integration, or dashboards needed by 
healthcare facilities

Cost-effective alternative to 3rd party 
software and services

Can integrate additional systems and  
data sets for enterprise-wide reporting

Deep experience with MEDITECH, 
regulatory data, and hospital 
operations

100% success rate for on-time and 
complete submission services for 
clients
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About us
CereCore® provides IT services that make it easier for you to focus on 
supporting hospital operations and transforming healthcare through 
technology. With a heritage rooted in our nation’s top-performing 
hospitals, we serve as leaders and experts in technology, operations, 
data security, and clinical applications. We partner with clients to 
become an extension of the team through comprehensive IT and 
application support, technical professional and managed services, IT 
advisory services, and EHR consulting, because we know firsthand the 
power that integrated technology has on patient care and communities.

®

Full-Service Regulatory Submission Services: 
   +    + A managed service that provides reporting services and management                   
            of the PI and eCQM submission on your behalf. 

   +    + Combines query, build, and optimization for reporting into a complete                    
            turn-key solution for your organization and often results in increased               
            quality measures year over year. 

Replace Uncertainty With Certainty. 

Each year, changes to regulatory requirements present a challenge for Quality 
Assurance teams. CereCore’s heritage as an operator, deep experience in 
MEDITECH, and a diverse team including regulatory and technical experts, you 
can replace these challenges with a proven partner. This certainty comes from a 
track record of: 

“We simply can’t 
replicate the 
expertise and value 
we have found 
with CereCore®. No 
matter what CMS 
comes up with, they 
see it coming and 
know how to deal 
with it.”

Bradley Adleman     
Endless Mountain Health 
Systems

100% success rate of on-time and complete regulatory 
submission on behalf of our clients

100% renewal rate of regulatory submission services year 
over year

Improved client quality measure scores after CereCore 
feedback for addressing deficiency in measure numerators
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